The Executive Officer
LAN REFORM ROAD & CON. SAFETY
PARLIAMENT HOUSE,
SPRING STREET,
EAST MELBOURNE.

Dear Sir,

I recently had the pleasure to travel to South Australia and was pleasantly surprised to see their roads and highways to be in superior condition to Victorian Roads. So patched-up places, large pot-holes on sides of roads crumbling in many places are dangerous and appear to be deteriorating further. Over the years mainenance has not been carried out to keep up a required standard of safety. Many more vehicles are on our roads than 10 or 20 years ago, large D/B trucks and log trucks are using them 24 hours a day. They have been neglected, allowed on our roads in South West Victoria. Travelling around Melbourne and suburbs we notice a big difference in the condition. I trust my concern on this
The matter can be discussed at the upcoming parliament inquiry and funds be made available to correct the neglect in this area of Victoria.

Yours Sincerely,

Margaret Lang.

The Princess Highway through Ramornbod is a disgrace, it maybe an idea if an inspection was carried out as soon as possible.